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[intro music]
>>ARTHUR: Hello everyone! Art Skinner here with ZCorum.
>>ARTHUR: Today, were going to talk about PreEqualization Analyzer.
>>ARTHUR: If you can see on my screen, I've already logged in to a system. Two CMTSs, 21,000
modems.
>>ARTHUR: Remember the dashboard. It shows us things that we need to see right away; what is
going on in the system.
>>ARTHUR: I’m going to go straight into the Detailed View.
>>ARTHUR: I can choose, if you recall, which particular CMTS I want to look at; in this case, I will
leave it on this CMTS.
>>ARTHUR: What I want to show you today is the opportunity to change your correlation group
settings to be able to possible see more modems and correlation.
>>ARTHUR: And, how I mean to do that is, over here on the right hand side, you can change the
sensitivity now, so from a -18 to a -25, you can change that value when you hit re-correlate.
>>ARTHUR: Click on this button here, and it will change that sensitivity, and then it will go look for
those modems in the micro-reflection area that may have those particular levels.
>>ARTHUR: When you get that level, then those modems will group together.

>>ARTHUR: Correlation groups, the best related correlation groups are going to be on a -18.
>>ARTHUR: Anything going higher than that, it maybe a little iffy as far as if it’s a real correlation
group or not, but at least it will give you an idea to go look at it.
>>ARTHUR: Then when you go over here, you can actually see what the correlation groups are.
>>ARTHUR: You can actually click on that particular correlation group, and then it will pull up on a
map and then it will pull up the area. And, you can actually see those modems.
>>ARTHUR: So, go in there, change the sensitivity on your PEA tool; see what modems might pop in
for your correlation groups and take a look at that.
>>ARTHUR: If you have any questions, remember to email us or call us.
>>ARTHUR: And remember, it’s nice to be important, but it’s more important to be nice. Have a
great day! Bye now.

